Ramrod pipes with bulbous turned rings, for early flint arms:
These fancy bulbous shaped pipes resemble turned spindles on fine furniture. Used on Jaeger rifles (Germanic short barreled hunting rifles), and smooth bore fowling guns with tapered octagon to round barrels. Wax cast in the U.S.A., in your choice of brass or iron. For 3/8" diameter ramrod.

Ramrod pipes for elegant early flint fusils and fowlers:
Very similar to the pipes used on our Tulle "fusil de chasse", these pipes have a fancier double ring at the end, with the barrel's wedding band motif at the center. Wax cast in the U.S.A., in your choice of brass or iron. For 3/8" diameter ramrod.

Ramrod pipes for English fowling guns:
Ramrod entry pipes for a 1750 era English fowling gun, as cast to fit a 3/8" diameter ramrod, lug for pin, wax cast brass. Made in the USA. For 3/8" diameter ramrod.

Ramrod pipes for a John Armstrong Maryland style rifle:
These ramrod pipes are shaped, with an octagon body and delicate ringed ends. Designed to accept a 3/8" diameter ramrod as cast, in your choice of brass or iron for a Golden Age fullstock rifle. Extra long fullstock guns may use three forward pipes. For 3/8" diameter ramrod.
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#RP-Fusil-E-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry   $12.99
#RP-Fusil-F-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $11.99
#RP-Fusil-E-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, entry   $10.99
#RP-Fusil-F-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, forward $  9.99
Install these on our flint fowling gun stock, to make a fine fowler.

#RP-Jaeg-E-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry   $12.99
#RP-Jaeg-F-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $11.99
#RP-Jaeg-E-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, entry   $10.99
#RP-Jaeg-F-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, forward $  9.99
These pipes are .365" as cast. Enlarge them with a 3/8" drill bit.

#RP-EF-E-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry   $14.99
#RP-EF-F-6-B  rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $13.99
#RP-EF-E-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, entry   $  9.99
#RP-EF-F-6-I  rod pipe, 3/8", iron, forward $  8.99

Install these on our flint fowling gun stock, to make a fine fowler.